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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your organization has requirement for managing the stocks of
packaging materials and automatically generation of items in
outbound delivery . What are the options available? (Choose
three)
A. The delivering plant must be determined using the plant
determination rule
B. The delivering plant must be determined using the location
determination rule
C. The table entries for item category determination in
Customizing be set as PACK
D. The system can generate a separate item in the outbound
delivery for each packaging material
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
When do you use the "Add Existing Goal" button?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. When the configurable attribute is set to true
B. When the configurable attribute is set to false
C. When the autosync attribute is set to false
D. When the autosync attribute is set to true
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A user is planning to host MS SQL on an EBS volume. It was
recommended to use the AWS RDS. What advantages will the user
have if he uses RDS in comparison to an EBS based DB?
A. MS SQL is not supported with RDS
B. Better throughput with PIOPS
C. Automated backup
D. High availability with multi AZs
Answer: C
Explanation:
Comparing with on-premises or EC2 based MS SQL, RDS provides an
automated backup feature. PIOPS is available with both RDS and
EBS. However, HA is not available with MS SQL.
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/faqs/
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